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General instructions
Stamp the base card, cut from recycled green kraft card, with MM1605 and olive green ink. 
Cut a pearly-white square of the given size. Stamp a background (CS097 or CS0977) onto this square using a Versamark inkpad. Work 
the image with various Pan Pastel colours and fi x with hairspray or fi xing spray. Stamp the texture stamps (MM1603 t/m MM1608) 
using various colours of inkpads. Draw a white semi-circle in the stamped black dots (MM1608). Dye a piece of gauze with Dylusions 
spray and set aside to dry. Take a length of scrapper’s fl oss, tie feathers to it and roll up loosely. Work the border of the image 
(MM1601 and MM1609) with a texture stamp and inkpad. Finish off the card with enamel dots PL4502.

Materials used for all cards:
Design folder Extra: DF3404 (Chicken Wire), Die-cut and embossing machine, Texture stamps: MM1603 upto MM1608, Inkpads: 
Stampin’pad old olive, Memento danube blue, lilac posies, tuxedo black en dandellion, Versamark, Pan Pastel: 520.1 ultrablue extra 
dark, 560.5 phthalo blue, 220.5 hansa yellow, 430.5 magenta, 220.1 hansa yellow extra dark, Dylusions inkspray: bubblegum pink, 
Design paper: PK9140 (Colourful Mix), Papicolor card: Original bright pink (912) and pearly-white (930), Recycled kraft: green (328) 
and black (901), Enamel dots: PL4502 (green and orange), Feathers: CA3129, Fixing spray or hairspray, Gauze, Scrapper’s fl oss, White 
gelpen 

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic set 
Passe-partouts-Circle), Stamps: 
CS0976 (Background), EC0158 
(Eline’s Handlettering)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1320 (Happy 
Birthday), CR1359 (Basic set 
Passe-partouts-Square), Stamps: 
CS0977 (Background), Decoupage 
sheet: MM1601 (Mixed Media)

Cut a 12 x 16 cm top-fold card from recycled green kraft 
card. Cut two pearly-white rectangles: 11.5 x 15.5 cm and 
11.25 x 12.5 cm; work the smallest one with various stamps. 
Cut 11.25 x 7.5 cm design paper, tear the top off slantwise. 
Stamp the text. Die-cut chicken wire from raven black card 
and a circle from recycled green kraft card. Die-cut the image 
with a smaller circle. Layer a gauze and rope behind the 
image.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm top-fold card from green recycled kraft 
card. Cut 13.75 x 13.75 cm design paper and mat on pearly-
white card. Cut a 13 x 13 cm pearly-white square and work 
with various inkpads. Die-cut chicken wire from bright pink 
card. Use CR1359 to die-cut the image and layer a piece of 
gauze and scrapper’s fl oss behind. Using two stencils at the 
same time die-cut a frame with CR1359 from recycled green 
kraft card. Stamp with MW1605 and an old olive inkpad. 
Die-cut the text from bright pink and raven black and adhere 
overlapping.
 



Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card from recycled green kraft 
card. Cut 12.75 x 12.75 cm design paper, stamp with various 
stamps and mat on pearly-white card. Die-cut chicken wire from 
raven black card and a circle from bright pink. Stamp MW1605 
onto the circle. Die-cut a label from pearly-white card and 
fi rst work with Pan Pastel and then with various stamps. Layer 
a piece of gauze behind the label. Stamp the text. Die-cut a 
distressed square from recycled green kraft card, use the same 
template to die-cut the image, adhere overlapping. Die-cut the 
heart from design paper and stamp MW1603 onto it; tie to the 
label. Tie two feathers to the rope.

Cut a 17 x 12.9 cm top-fold card from recycled green kraft card. 
Cut a 16 x 12 cm pearly-white rectangle, work with Pan Pastel 
and various stamps and then mat on design paper. Stamp the 
text. Die-cut chicken wire from raven black card. Die-cut a circle 
from recycled green kraft card and work with a texture stamp. 
Die-cut a distressed square from PCP, stamp the image and 
colour in with Copic markers. Stamp the border. Layer a piece of 
gauze and rope behind the image.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm top-fold card from recycled green kraft 
card. Cut 13.75 x 13.75 cm design paper and mat on pearly-
white card. Cut a 12.25 x 12.25 cm pearly-white card and work 
with various stamps. Die-cut chicken wire from bright pink and 
layer behind the square together with a piece of gauze. Die-cut 
a distressed square from design paper, bright pink card (smallest 
size) and PCP. Adhere the small squares randomly. Stamp 
MM1609 onto PCP using  Archival jet black and colour in with 
Copic Markers. Stamp the text onto design paper and cut into 
a label. Cut a label of the same size from recycled green kraft 
card. Tie rope and feathers to both labels. Layer gauze and rope 
behind the image.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1353 (Label 
XL), CR1360 (Basic set Passe-
partouts-Circle), CR1375 (Basic 
set-Distressed Square), Stamps: 
CS0977 (Background), EC0158 
(Eline’s Handlettering)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic 
set Passe-partouts-Circles), 
CR1375 (Basic set Passe-
partouts-Distressed Square), 
Stamps: CS0976 (Background), 
EC160 (Eline’s Handlettering), 
MM1609 (Birds), Inkpad: 
Archival jet black, Copic 
Markers, Perfect Colouring 
Paper (PCP)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1375 (Basic set 
Passe-partouts-Distressed 
Square), Stamps: CS0977 
(Background), EC0158 (Eline’s 
Handlettering), MM1609 
(Birds), Inkpad: Archival jet 
black, Copic Markers, Perfect 
Colouring Paper (PCP)



Extra needed for this card:
Inkpad: Archival ink jet black, 
Stampin’up ink: certainly 
celery, Distress ink: salty 
ocean, Papicolor card:  Original 
pearly-white (930) and Smart 
bright pink (606), Stamps: 
CS0976 (Distressed Linen), 
MM1607 (Texture-Splatters) 
MM1608 (Texture-Dots), 
MM1610 (Birds and Leaves), 
PL1505 (Project NL-Thuis), 
Cardmaker’s rope: JU0836, 
Enamel dots: blue and grey, 
Metallic thread

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic Passe-
partouts-Circle), Clear stamps: 
EC0158 (Eline’s Handlettering), 
Inkpad: Stazon fuchsia pink, 
Decoupage sheet: MM1602 
(Pastel Birds), Papicolor card 
Original: pearly-white (930), 
Corrugated card, Cardmaker’s 
rope: JU0836, Enamel dots: 
PL4501 (blue and grey), Metallic 
thread

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1314 (Notebook 
with tab-NL), Inkpad: Archival 
jet black, Distress ink: weathered 
wood, Decoupage sheet: MM1602 
(Pastel Birds), Corrugated card, 
Texture stamp: MM1604 (Grid), 
Corner punch, Metallic thread

Cut an 11 x 11 cm pearly-white square. Stamp the bird 
and colour in with distress ink. Stamp an extra image onto 
printing paper and cut out the bird with leaf. Use this as a 
mask and stamp the background stamp with blue (by inking 
the stamp, misting it with water and then stamping it), the 
lower bottom remains white. Dry with a heat tool. Stamp 
the green dots with MM1606 on three places. Stamp pink 
circles with MM1606 and splatters with MM1607. Remove the 
mask and make splatters with pink ink and a brush, dry with 
a heat tool. Ink the edges with blue. Place the mask again 
and work around the bird with blue ink and a blending foam 
sponge. Stamp the text onto a piece of design paper, trim 
leaving a narrow border and adhere to the card together with 
an enamel heart. Adhere the image to 11.5 x 11.5 cm pink 
card and then to 12.5 x 122.5 cm grey kraft card. Finally 
adhere all layers to a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly-white top-fold 
card and tie rope around the top.

Cut a 30 x 8.5 cm pearly-white strip and fold in half. Cut 8 x 
15 cm grey kraft card and 6.5 x 15 cm design paper, adhere 
to the card. Adhere a corrugated strip along the top, tie the 
rope and attach enamel dots. Stamp the text with a fuchsia 
pink inkpad. Die-cut the picture with a passe-partout circle. 
Adhere to the card and fi nish off with a fl ower and metallic 
thread.

Cut 30 x 10 cm kraft card, fold and round off two corners. 
Cut 14.5 x 9 cm design paper and round of two corners too. 
Use distress ink weathered wood to stamp stripes along the 
side. Cut out the picture and layer onto 9 x 9 cm design 
paper, round off two corners. Stamp the text onto a tab and 
layer under the picture. Adhere a strip of corrugated card as 
a border onto the card and mount the picture on top using 
foamtape. Finish off with a bow of metallic thread and a 
fl ower with leaves, die-cut from mulberry papier.

By Boukje van der Weit
boukjesblog.blogspot.com

General instructions:
Die-cut the fl owers and leaves from mulberry paper and colour in by applying distress ink on to craft sheet, misting it with water 
and dabbing the die-cut fi gures into it. Crumple the fl owers and set aside to dry or use a heat tool.

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1356 (Flower set-Fancy), Creatables: LR0398 (Build a Rose), Die-cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: picked 
raspberry, Inkpad: Stampin’up certainly celery, Design paper bloc: PK9141 (Tiny Mixed Media Pastel mix), Papicolor  Recycled kraft 
card: grey (322), Mulberry paper: RB2219, Diamond gem



Extra needed for his card: 
Clear stamps: EC0158 (Eline’s 
Handlettering), Texture stamp: 
MM1608 (Dots), Distress ink: 
salty ocean, spun sugar, Inkpad: 
Stazon fuchsia pink, Decoupage 
sheet: MM1602 (Pastel Birds), 
Papicolor  Recycled kraft card: 
brown kraft (323), Corrugated  
card, Cardmaker’s rope: JU0836, 
Enamel dots: PL4501 (blue and 
grey), Perlenpen: fl ieder/lilac

Cut a 29 x 10 cm strip from grey kraft card and fold in half. 
Cut 9.2 x 14 cm design paper and mat onto brown kraft card. 
Wipe with the bloc of distress ink spun sugar from the top 
of the  design paper to the centre. Stamp a circle in blue 
ink with MM1608 at the top of the card and make splatters 
with a brush. Adhere to the card with a corrugated border 
along the top. Tie cardmaker’s rope around the front fl ap and 
attach the fl ower and leaves. Die-cut the image from the 
decoupage sheet and adhere to the card. Make dots with the 
perlenpen and attach an enamel dot. Stamp the text with 
Stazon ink. Fini sh off with a fl ower and metallic thread.


